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آموزشگاه پرسا

1  Which sentence is grammatically correct?

The children are excited about go to the movies.

I’ve never reading any Harry Potter books.

You are driving too fast. Would you mind to drive slowly?

Socializing with people of different age groups is fun.

2  The food pyramid recommends six to eleven  .................. of rice weekly.

services servings series serials

3  Experts say that the time parents spend with their children is decreasing as both group get
more and more  .................. to new technologies.

addicted similar familiar energetic 

4  The driver of the car said he tried his best to  .................. the accident, but it was already too
late.

cure view mark avoid

5  Her sleeping habits are kind of strange to me. One moment she is sound asleep, the next she
is wide  .................. !

sociable patient direct awake

6  Even in the most modern societies, mothers are expected to meet their children's ..................
needs.

fortunate additional scientific emotional

7  The poor old man has been suffering from diabetes for a long time. Finally, he died of a
sudden  .................. today.

pressure heart attack heartbeat stress

8  Gehrman: I have an unusual family. My little sister goes to bed at exactly 10:30 every night.
She is a creature of.................. . 
Nicholas: I think we are the same. The other day, my father mistook a big .................. for a yellow
apple. Isn’t that funny?

frequency – potato plan – onion habit – quince addiction – orange

9  I personally believe that a habit can easily turn into a/an  .................. .

laughter emotion influence addiction

10  Mr. Peterson is a driver. As a person who has continued a certain job for a long time, his main
focus is just on roads and he has no plans for his life after  .................. .

development retirement agreement measurement
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